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34 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos)
from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1808. Excerpt: . . . OBSERVATIONS ON THE
HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND. SECT. XXIJ, T7E left the scenes of Inverary with re-1 gret; those scenes,
in which the grand and beautiful are as harmoniously combined as we almost in any place
remembered to have seen them. We approached it through magnificent woods; and we left it
through a succession of lake-scenery, still more magnificent. Ten miles we travelled along the
confines of Loch-Fyne, skirting that grand opening, which it forms to the north east. Its skreens are
every where equal to the expanse of its waters. They are indeed chiefly Vol. ii. B naked, naked, and
want some such munificent hand as we had just left, to spread a little sylvan drapery upon their
bare, enormous sides. But what they lose in beauty, they gain in grandeur. Their situation also
upon the lake operated as another cause, to impress the...
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